On 22 February I gathered together with the leadership team and a total of nearly 50 managers both from Headquarters and the field to review the Organization’s progress and decide on concrete measures for UNIDO’s path forward.

Read the full statement...

Gerd Müller
UNIDO Director General

CIDCA, Ethiopia, and UNIDO mark a new era of cooperation for global development

What is UNIDO Headquarters Doing to Be Climate Neutral?

Read article here

UNIDO’s GEF-8 Global Clean Hydrogen Programme

UNIDO and Ukraine Launch Industrial Diagnostics Study

Setting the standard: advancing small hydropower in Africa

Morocco: developing an industrial decarbonization roadmap framework

Harvesting prosperity: UNIDO training boosts income of Ghana farming families

UNIDO, IRENA and IDCS publication to help developing countries navigate green hydrogen policy

The Secretariat of UNIDO held a Development Dialogue on fostering productive, resilient and sustainable supply chains

Director General Müller at the Munich Security Conference: global security only through sustainable development

Harnessing the potential of business diplomacy for investment promotion in Africa, Caribbean and Pacific countries

Want to share your story, project or event in the next issue of the UNIDO Newsletter?
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